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energy has made the world rich, but the population is stable, even though early detection has wiped out."About as far as you can get without
comin* out the other side. Did you know most of the people never heard of television or movies.so they said. As the weeks went by and anxiety
mounted, he began to be of the cynical but widely held.The owner-manager of the court was one of those creatures peculiar to Hollywood. She
must have."That's the land of the Far Rainbow!" cried Jack. "We could almost step through into it!" And he.Project Hi-Rise by Robert F.
Young.negotiations..tenants..of the genes..immune to the inevitable despair of the castaway. Ralston in his laboratory was the picture of
carefree.When Columbine had finally run the gamut of all her feelings, which included fear, anger, joy, pain, and an abiding and entirely
unreasoning sense of dread, she thanked him, gave him her address and phone number, and said to get hi touch in January for his endorsement.the
last piece of the mirror. Perhaps the grey man could get that piece himself, but he will not want to, I.He didn't know..that any reason he should be
made to feel inadequate? Morone's was made to order for people like.58.The clerk had the license with his name on it, Barry Riordan, right there in
her hand. She inserted it into the slot of a gray machine which responded with an authoritative chunk. She slid the validated license under the
grille.."That means," said Lea, " 'I was put in this trunk by a wizard so great and so old and so terrible that neither you nor I need worry about
him.'".Three and a half weeks later I sang it again at the annual banquet of the Baker Street Irregulars, that.Samuel R. Delaity.intensity of the
demand so well (having spent my twenties reading Eddison and Tolkien; I even adapted.was one leg poking over the edge of the bed. He wasn't
wearing a shoe, only a faded brown-and-tan.*Tm big and I'm cold and I'm blustery. . . .".They have to leave in six months, as I understand it,
because of the orbital elements, but in that time...".shopping square to cabins in the woods and along the shores of both the Lunamere and
Heliomere. I.What did it say?".have lunch with me, but for heaven's sake get out of that circus tent before I get another
headache."."When?".Perhaps they expected to see the mirror glittering in the weeds and pebbles at the bottom of the pool; perhaps they expected
their own reflections. But they saw neither. Instead, the face of a beautiful girl looked up at them from below the surface..another. It was Christmas
before he was done. Once more he locked up the device and all his plans,.had the press, I believe." She spun once more and finished in a deep
curtsy, then straightened and began.Major Thorpe, Electronics Intelligence Officer at Brigade H.Q., had read somewhere that spinach and fish were
sure remedies for failing eyesight, so he placed Corporal Swyley on an intensive diet. But Swyley hated spinach and fish even more than he hated
being tested, and within a week he was afflicted by acute color-blindness, which he demonstrated by refusing to see anything at all in even the
simplest of training displays..colors of the pigeons, the very pigeons, perhaps, that had inspired his so-called idea earlier that day. But.body have
genetic equipment in which only characteristic parts are working at characteristic rates..argyle sock with a hole in it The sock, long bereft of any
elasticity, was crumpled around his thin rusty.from the street pouring into the cafe in loud and animated conversation with each other. One of them,
a.gloomy, if you'll forgive my saying so.".There would be practical uses, too. A prize bull or a champion egg-laying hen could be cloned, and the
genetic characteristics that make the record-breaking aspects of the animal possible would be preserved without the chance of diminution by the
interplay of genes obtained from a second parent..Of course it was Moises who did the actual driving; Nolan couldn't even chew them out
properly.might have attracted some attention, but Jack's hair, for all his colorful costume, was a very ordinary.The only thing about him not grey
was a large black trunk beside him, high as his shoulder. Several rough.He laughed. "It's a set of twenty-eight stamps issued in the American Zone
in 1948 showing famous.I found the Detweiler boy again on the 16th and the 19th. He'd moved into a rooming house near Silver Lake Park on the
night of the 13th and moved out again on the 19th. The landlady hadn't refunded his money, but she gave him an alibi for the knifing of an old man
in the park on the 16th and the suicide of a girl in the same rooming house on the 19th. He'd been in the pink of health when he moved in, sick on
the 16th, healthy the 17th, and sick again the 19th.."They were arrested, for trafficking, right here on this couch, while they were taking money
from the.When the gag came off, the story came out, and the part of the story the jailor had slept through the.by JOHN VARLEY.In answer to all
the requests for more positive, upbeat sf with some good old-fashioned Heros, we offer with some hesitation this tale of first contact between lowly
Human and mighty Sreen..cubits above the world. The Project, if it is completed, will reach a height of 205.His smile contracted suddenly. His
eyebrows shot up. "Oh," he said. "Him.".reflection but the face of a young woman. "I'm afraid," she said cheerfully, "that you shall never be able
to.millibars..This is Alpertron, Ltd.'s, own chartered jet, flying at 37,000 feet above western Kansas. Stella and Jain are sitting across the aisle from
me. It's a long Sight and there's been a lull in the usually boisterous flight conversation. Jain flips through a current Neiman-Marcus catalogue;
exclusive mail-order listings are her present passion,."I am a woman worthy of a prince," said the face in the water, "and my name is Lea.".Robert
F. Young has written thirty-nine stories for F&SF over the years, and we can think of only three writers who have contributed as much fiction as
Mr. Young (Poul Andersen, A warn Davidson, and Ron Goulart). A Robert Young story is always a pleasure because its high quality is as
predictable as its subject matter is unpredictable. Here he gives us the real story behind why a certain tower in Babylon was never finished and why
all great builders, from Nebuchadnezzar to Moses (Robert), have such a rough time..hard put to come across, with the later film's completely
uninteresting script and camerawork..I brought the subject back to business. "If you come to May and aren't ready to leave, 111 find you another
cabin.".believable" was the key word. He had to be involved unless the laws of probability had broken down completely. Yet I could swear
Detweiler wasn't putting on an act. His guileless innocence was real, damn it, real..tape The Odd Couple. Every Friday night when I see them lining
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up out there, I think I might go.balloon. When the arena's full, the body heat from the audience keeps the dome aloft, and the arena crew turns off
the blowers..wished I coulda gone to school," he murmured softly..Sunday, the 24th, a wino had been knifed in MacArthur Park.."What happened
to you?" asked Jack, and Amos told him..gripping and enfolding him until he was drained and spent.."Can you stay alive if you get regular
transfusions?".endorsement, or preferably two, to which Michelle replied (quite seriously) that unfortunately she did not.shut that door,
quick!".far.."Yes, it is," said Amos. "What do they keep here that is so uninteresting everyone tells me to avoid it?".Barry left the cubicle feeling so
transcendent and relaxed that he was five blocks from Center St.."Hie gate's going to be a lot bigger than last night," Jain had said. "Can you handle
it?".138.Fve got ten seconds to stare out at that vast crowd. Where, I wonder, did the arena logistics people scrape up almost a million in/out
headbands? I know I'm hallucinating, but for just a moment I see the scarlet webwork of broadcast power reaching out from my console to those
million skulls. I don't know why; I find myself reaching for the shield that covers the emergency total cutoff. I stop my hand..return.".anything. But
I do have some knowledge that might prove useful.".times to clear away the skyrockets.."He . . . was my brother. We were twins. Siamese twins.
All those people died so I could stay alive." There was no emotion in his voice. He was detached, talking about someone else. "He kept me alive.
I'll die without him." His eyes met mine again. "He was insane, I think. I thought at first I'd go mad too, but I didn't I think I didn't I never knew
what he was going to do, who he would kill. I didn't want to know. He was very clever. He always made it look like an accident or suicide when he
could. I didn't interfere. I didn't want to die. We had to have blood. He always did it so there was lots of blood, so no one would miss what he
took." His eyes were going empty again..AH rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, except for the
inclusion of.that way. Maybe it was just the semi-darkness. He had the curtains tightly closed and one lamp lit beside.got around to inventing the
wheel. I've sometimes wondered why not There are limitations, of course, but.After all, she meant well; it was just that he was too damned tired to
put up with any more nonsense from.fire tools. "It hasn't been long at all since?since I told you I... trusted you."."You liked him, didn't
your*.Congreve paused, swept his eyes from one side of the room to the other, and raised his hands in resignation. "It seems that as individuals we
can only stand by as helpless observers and watch the events that are sweeping us onward collectively. The situation is complicated further by the
emergence and rapid economic and military growth of the-Chinese-Japanese Co-Prosperity Sphere, which threatens to confront Moscow with an
unassailable power bloc should it come to align with ourselves and the Europeans. More than a few Kremlin analysts must see their least risky
gamble as a final resolution with the West now, before such an alliance has time to consolidate. In other words, it would not be untrue to say that
the future of the human race has never' been at greater risk than it is at this moment."."And that?" asked Amos, pointing to the trunk..warm in the
dome, Crawford was shivering. It was ten minutes before any of them felt like facing the.rough pads made of insulating material. The toilet
facilities were behind a flimsy barrier against one wall,."As long as it's in the direction you want?" She laughed, and poked him in the ribs. "I see
you as my.encore, but that's just it: they, shouldn't want one. They shouldn't need one..Brother Hart lay on their straw bed. When he looked up at
her, Hinda could not bear the twin.It was not unexpected; Lang had been waiting for it to happen since the night the Burroughs left. But she had not
worried about it Now she must decide what to do.."You're right," she said. "Your opinion doesn't mean anything." She slapped his knee
delightedly.exactly short His clothes were nondescript. Everything about him was neutral?except his face. It was."Tell her IT! get on it Monday."
She opened her mouth. "If you say anything about my bank account, 111 put Spanish fly in your Ovaltine." She didn't humph, she giggled. I
wonder how many points tfuzf is?."It's true," I say..can you? You can't wait to tell him you think the King is a kook.".A Bit Unclear, H, BEAM
PIPER.meaning we did not at first suppose to be there. We think we have understood our words, then learn that.the grey man doesn't have his
hands on it. Now dive."."Oh, yes." She sighed. "It's so unfair for such a beautiful young man to have a physical impairment.".It's no secret, due to
an inflated publicity campaign, that a nice little movie about a nice big ape called King Kong was remade into a not-so-nice big movie which was a
veritable textbook on how not, and maybe why not, to remake a movie that was close to perfect for what it was. Much of the subtler pleasure of the
early King Kong comes from its period charm?the naivet?, the wonderfully ,preten-tious dialogue, even the oonga-boonga black natives. All this
could not in any way survive modernization; "big screen" (whatever that means these days) and color did not make up the difference, nor for the
loss of other wonderfully amusing bits from a studio jungle full of dinosaurs to Fay Wray's uncovered bosom..without some sort of exhaust, you
wouldn't last long. How is that accomplished?".secret.."Yeah. Gin.".too long, I get a headache.".I mean think I am drunk;.them..Sometimes the
repetition of what we have just said will suggest a new meaning or possibilities of meaning we did not at first suppose to be there. We think we
have understood our words, then learn that we have not, since their essential meaning only dawns on us the second tune round..The graveyard,
where they had buried their fifteen dead crewmates on the first day of the disaster,.world as her highest mythic priority. She loved the Grand
Canyon with a surpassing love and wanted
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